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Despite now being independent of Steamin’ Billy, the White Horse in Atherstone – or the
Bubble Inn if you insist – started stocking Steamin’ Billy beers again. The other guest ales
tend to be big names. As we’ve also spotted the Steamin’ Billy van outside the Bubble Inn at
Furnace End, they’ve presumably struck some deal with the chain.
From the end of December, we understand that Atherstone’s Wheatsheaf will be offering
B&B accommodation, with five new rooms. It’s a good way of using the upper floors in this
historic old pub.

STAFFORDSHIRE
WELCOME
… to the fourth edition of our temporary electronic newsletter. If 24 hours is thought to be a
long time in politics, then the last 24 hours have proved to be a long time for a CAMRA
newsletter too! Yesterday our major concern was the effect of tier 1 and tier 2 on the pubs in
our area and nationwide; now we know that everybody is heading into the black hole of tier 4
for at least a month.
Inevitably this means that some of the content below has been somewhat sidelined by events,
but here it is anyway.
At the time of writing, the government guidelines state that hospitality venues will not be
allowed to offer takeout of alcohol, although delivery is possibly allowed. This will be a kick
in the teeth for pubs which used takeout as a lifeline during lockdown one. We hope that this
is simply an ill-considered part of what was clearly a rush job by government. The rough
edges here may get rounded off during this coming week; we’ll keep you updated separately
on takeout options if things change.

TOP OF THE GLASS
While we’d much rather that you drink at the pub rather than at home, we
must salute member Martin Parkes, who blew the cobwebs off his ancient
glass, left, for a bit of home refreshment. It’s from the Great British Beer
Festival of 1983, from the one time when the GBBF was held in Birmingham, at the old Bingley Hall. Real ale enthusiasts of a similar age may
also have a similar glass gathering dust at the back of the cupboard! The
GBBF was slated for Bingley Hall in 1984 as well, but with the hall going up in flames in early 1984, GBBF was ditched – the only year apart
from 2020 when the event was cancelled. While GBBF is now very much
a London event, it did at one stage travel around the country – although
this in turn was due to another fire, when Alexandra Palace was partially
destroyed by fire in 1980, prompting GBBF to move to Leeds in 1981. Let’s hope GBBF will
be back in action in 2021!
For your own drinking at home (inevitable for the time being!) please try and support our
local breweries, most of whom are offering a range of beers in bottle or mini cask, and generally offer delivery. One brewery which has already nailed its colours to the Christmas mast is
Backyard, which recently added Sanity Claus (5%) and Bad Santa (6.8%) to its list, in both
cask and bottle. Remember also pubs which offer takeout, should that be allowed – they’re
more deserving of your custom than the supermarkets!

Tamworth’s Kings Ditch was to have celebrated its sixth anniversary on 27th November
with, amongst other things, a commemorative ale from Church End. So in absentia we’ll
have to say well done to all at the Ditch. The pub has so far weathered the storm of Covid
well, and has still been able to generally offers four ales and the usual wide range of ciders.
Note there’s now a doorbell to ring for admittance.
Tamworth Brewing Company’s Hoppy Poppy was planned to make another outing in November at the Tamworth Tap, with the intention of the Royal British Legion receiving 10p
from each pint sold.
A licensing application has been made for the old Bank House on Ladybank in Tamworth.
It’s a grand building – grade II-listed and originally home to Sir Robert Peel’s savings bank.
The application is made on behalf of the Remarkable Brewing Company, which at present
appears to be simply a name with nary a drop of beer produced, so we’ll have to wait and see
what if anything materialises.
New management at Fazeley’s Three Tuns also comes with some welcome refurbishment,
with an ongoing programme of works to tidy the place up. Gaffer Martin Young – who ran
the pub some years ago – is clearly looking to get the pub on the map again.
We’re not sure how many takers it would have had,
but November was to have seen a Joule’s Brewery
promotion – drink nine pints for a free bobble hat.
This was presumably across the whole estate, but
Lichfield’s Duke of York was certainly in on it.
We didn’t read the fine print, but the accompanying
advert did seem to suggest that nine pints of Joule’s
would make you look like a rather confused chimpanzee …
Late October brought the great news that the planning application for the Greyhound in
Lichfield has finally bitten the dust. It’s slightly disappointing however that Lichfield District
Council did not actually reject the application, despite many objections and plenty of time to
make a decision. Instead, the application was withdrawn by the applicant. Anyway, it’s still
good news, though we’re still unsure at present what the future holds for the pub.
Closer to the city centre, the Bitter-Suite opened its ‘Bierkeller’ room at the beginning of
October. At present it offers four beers from the Aktienbrauerei (familiarly known as ABK)
west of Munich. You can even drink from two-pint steins, though be warned that it’s tourists
to Bavaria that do that rather than Bavarians themselves …

WEST MIDLANDS
Will you miss the unhinged pandemonium of Birmingham’s now-cancelled Frankfurt Market
over Christmas? Miss the uncomfortably crowded, slow-moving trudge past a succession of
seemingly identical stalls? If so, you may be able to enjoy the same thing on a much smaller
and more civilised scale at the Butlers Arms at Four Oaks, who plan a stall selling bratwurst
and glühwein among its offerings. Icy lager won’t be compulsory – maybe a more temperate
ale would go down better?

BEYOND THE BORDERS
With the government snubbing Marcus Rashford’s latest campaign to extend free school
meals, it was brilliant to see many pubs (both within the branch and across the country) stepping in to fill the void. Well done to them all …
Hinckley’s Elbow Room Ale & Cider House now has more, well, elbow room. A recently
installed retractable outdoor canopy with lights and heaters allows for outdoor drinking during colder weather as well as an overspill area when the inside is busy. Although interesting
beers have been harder to source over the summer, the Elbow has done an excellent job in
keeping ale and cider choices diverse. And while it’s a bit late to tell you about it now, they
marked Cask Ale Week in October with 10% off cask ales! Lockdown aside, it’s now open
all week, check WhatPub for hours.
They didn’t seem quite bold enough to call it Burton Town Beer Festival, but that seems to
have been the intent of Burton’s Going Down The Pub scheme. To have run from 12-15th
November, it was to have been a collaboration between six pubs – the Brewery Tap (at the
brewing museum), Coopers Tavern, Dog Inn, Last Heretic, Olde Royal Oak and the
Weighbridge Inn. Hopefully it will get put off to some more suitable point. Obviously it will
all be Covid-safe table-service based, and table booking will be advised. There’s a dedicated
Facebook page, though the pages for the individual venues may have more information.
It looks like the end of the road for Nuneaton’s former Crown pub. This grand building, near
the rail station, has stood empty since long before Covid. With seemingly nobody wanting to
take it on as a pub, the latest development is an application to turn it into ten apartments. It
will be a sad loss of a classic pub which has had a number of incarnations over the decades,
including a spell as a Firkin pub (the Fettler & Firkin) and also a period as a brewpub, with
the onsite Fantasy brewery.
It’s oldish news now, but it seems massively topical to finish
off with a Merseyside pub’s tribute to the three government
figures who have done so much in shaping this country’s
world-beating response to the Covid-19 crisis. As pubs in
Liverpool were forced to close, the James Atherton in New
Brighton renamed itself in order to show its gratitude to
Dominic Cummings, Boris Johnson and Matt Hancock. Now
of course, with the rest of the nation in the same boat, we are
all similarly indebted to this magnificent trio. Cummings, the
government’s self-proclaimed ‘superforecaster’, who apparently predicted every step of Covid’s spread with laser-like
accuracy, is expected to drive up to Merseyside to see it in
person. It’ll be a sort of vision test, just right for this unforeseen lockdown …
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